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	An Inductive Logic Programming Approach to Statistical Relational Learning, 9781586036744 (1586036742), IOS Press, 2006
In this publication, the author Kristian Kersting has made an assault on one of the hardest integration problems at the heart of Artificial Intelligence research. This involves taking three disparate major areas of research and attempting a fusion among them. The three areas are: Logic Programming, Uncertainty Reasoning and Machine Learning. Every one of these is a major sub-area of research with its own associated international research conferences. Having taken on such a Herculean task, Kersting has produced a series of results which are now at the core of a newly emerging area: Probabilistic Inductive Logic Programming. 

The new area is closely tied to, though strictly subsumes, a new field known as ‘Statistical Relational Learning’ which has in the last few years gained major prominence in the American Artificial Intelligence research community. Within this book, the author makes several major contributions, including the introduction of a series of definitions which circumscribe the new area formed by extending Inductive Logic Programming to the case in which clauses are annotated with probability values. Also, Kersting investigates the approach of Learning from proofs and the issue of upgrading Fisher Kernels to Relational Fisher Kernels.
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Dictionary of Geophysics, Astrophysics, and Astronomy (Comprehensive Dictionary of Physics)CRC Press, 2001
-CHOICE Magazine, January 2002

Promo Copy

Winner of the CHOICE Outstanding Academic Title Award for 2002!     

       The Dictionary of Geophysics, Astrophysics, and Astronomy provides a lexicon of terminology covering fields such as astronomy, astrophysics, cosmology, relativity, geophysics, meteorology, Newtonian...

		

Black & Decker The Book of Home Improvement: The Most Popular Remodeling Projects Shown in Full DetailCool Springs Press, 2017

	This comprehensive guide to home improvement includes the top 100 home improvement projects, all in full, step-by-step instruction, and all from the trusted experts at BLACK+DECKER.

	

	Boasting 560 pages of hardworking, how-to instructions and photos, this is quite possibly the only home remodeling you, or any...


		

Bone Resorption (Topics in Bone Biology)Springer, 2005

	Bone Resorption, the second volume of the series Topics in Bone Biology, is

	centered on the osteoclast, the bone-resorbing cell. The volume thus complements

	the first volume of the series, Bone Formation, which discussed

	origin, function, and pathology of the bone-forming cell, the osteoblast.Both

	volumes are addressed to...




	

Basic Classes of Linear OperatorsBirkhauser, 2004
"With a name like Gohberg–Goldberg–Kaashoek, it has got to be good. But let me count the ways. If you are interested in learning the basic theories of Hilbert and Banach spaces together with the well-known operators that act on them, this book is for you. It is intended for advanced undergraduate and beginning graduate students in...

		

Pro SQL Server on Linux: Including Container-Based Deployment with Docker and KubernetesApress, 2018

	
		Get SQL Server up and running on the Linux operating system and containers. No database professional managing or developing SQL Server on Linux will want to be without this deep and authoritative guide by one of the most respected experts on SQL Server in the industry. Get an inside look at how SQL Server for Linux works through the...


		

SysML Distilled: A Brief Guide to the Systems Modeling LanguageAddison Wesley, 2013

	The Systems Modeling Language (SysML) extends UML with powerful systems engineering capabilities for modeling a wider spectrum of systems and capturing all aspects of a system’s design.   SysML Distilled  is the first clear, concise guide for everyone who wants to start creating effective SysML models.
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